
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town...hot…get out the braai type weather… 

This has been a busy week.  Last weekend went to a wedding at Zorgvliet in Stellenbosch…it 
was a glorious event.  It was the first time I’d been to a Danish style wedding and 13 speeches 
did seem a little on the verbose side but everyone had a great time and the bride looked lovely. 
 
Taught on Monday and Tuesday…and managed to eat something that disagreed with me on 
Wednesday which pretty much took care of Thursday and Friday except that on Friday evening 
we went to the Test Kitchen and had the best meal we’ve eaten in Cape Town.  It’s a restaurant 
very much to be recommended…and book 3 months in advance for dinner. 
 
More teaching next week as the sun shines and Summer is on the go just in time for Christmas. 
 
Sport aplenty as usual and England and SA won at Rugby and Cape Town is happy. 
 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn 
and re-tweet. 
 
Have a good one  
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Use the projector this week and it works very well and is ultra portable and with no bulb is very shock proof.  It 

could be a little brighter but it’ll do the job nicely. 

 

Just finishing the second series of Breaking Bad and what a piece of drama it is…not a sympathetic character in 

the whole cast…bad guys doing bad things to other bad guys!  Arrested Development is next after this…now that 

we’re getting stuck into Netflix. 

LANSING, Mich. (AP) — This guy has all the luck. 

Officials say Joseph Palmarchuk won a $1.35 million lottery jackpot Wednesday in Michigan's Classic Lotto 47 

game. In the past few years, Palmarchuk has also won a $1 million lottery game in Tennessee. 

Palmarchuk and wife Phillis moved to Mecosta County, north of Grand Rapids, in 2011. He says he likes to buy 

lottery tickets that retailers put aside as mistakes. 

The Palmarchuks plan to hunt for a condominium in a warm state to skip Michigan winters. 
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Nice people...or not 

My neighbours and I paid a contractor to paint our railings and gates and a very fine job they 
did...solid professional work. 
 
When it came to paying the bill we paid promptly and then the fun began as soon as their credit 
control department started complaining in not very polite terms that our payment was late. 
 
A withering conversation from me and a yet more excoriating conversation from our neighbour 
got us the apology that we merited.  
 
So what’s the learning point?...well this very decent company did a fine job and we’d recommend 
them and use them again ourselves but a bonehead in credit control didn’t do their job properly 
and what’s worse was rude into the bargain. 
 
Decisions in business are always made on hard evidence of competence and professionalism but 
there’s also another factor...are they nice people? 
 
I’ve been teaching for years that “nice is good for business” and this example proves it absolutely.  
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Anchoring prices 

I’ve been teaching for a long time that markers in deals are to be avoided and that by putting 
down a marker you are limiting your horizons. 
 
This week I was reading another chapter of Daniel Kahneman’s book Thinking Fast and Slow 
where he talks about the use of Anchors in pricing. 
 
The Anchor is the marker…the first price that is put down and that price anchors the deal. 
 
So…if you ask for a 10% discount the argument hinges on the plus or minus of 10%.  If you ask 
for 20% per cent then the anchor moves to 20% and then you’re discussing a new  target.  
Obviously it suits the buyer to ask for the greatest possible discount to anchor the deal 
downwards and conversely the seller asks for a huge original price to anchor the deal upwards. 
 
We teach that the Anchor must be ABC…ambitious but credible…but if you think of an Eastern 
Souk then the concept of “credible” is merely a matter of opinion. 
 
Placing markers and anchoring is an art form that merits a great deal of discussion.  Ensure that 
you understand the issues involved very thoroughly. 
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